Eyes Have A Language Of Their Own.
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Moderato con moto.

Eyes have a language of their own,
I know a pair of Eyes divine,

Very true
So they do
Have a care
That may be so

Then be
Have a care
some eyes are better left a
they're not so very far from

Lone
That's far too near

For them I fear
I've
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what would become of all the girls
  Without their
gazed into eyes so oft before
  That I sur-

eyes, to hypnotize
  They'd find it harder then
muse that I am wise
  For though they all have tried

to fascinate the men
  If they couldn't use their eyes.
their secret thought to hide
  In their depths the real truth lies.

Refrain
Eyes have a language that's all their own
  that's all their
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Eyes have a language—that's only

know to eyes alone. Eyes tell the

story. And when the love-light there is shown. The heart and eyes are speaking in a language of their own. own.